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Formation of polaron pairs and time-resolved photogeneration of free charge carriers
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We have performed in the present work time-resolved experiments on poly~3-dodecyl-thiophene! ~P3DDT!
and poly~2,5-dioctyloxy-p-phenylene vinylene! ~OO-PPV! films by directly probing the formation of charge
carriers responsible for the cw photoconductivity within the time domain of -10 ps to 1 ns. Laser light pulses
of 400 nm wavelength, 150 fs width, induced photoconductivity in a sample with a frequency 1 kHz. Red 800
nm light pulses delayed in respect to blue ones were revealed to affect the photoconductivity. The effect of the
second pulses increased with the delay time. Red light induced changes of the photoconductivity were positive
in OO-PPV, and negative in P3DDT. These results are rationalized as an evidence of delayed not immediate
formation of free charge carriers. The carriers seem to be formed within 10 ps after the pumping pulse. A
mechanism of formation of free polarons from polaron pair is suggested, which has permitted to explain main
feature of the results including different signs of the effect of the red light in different polymers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Photogeneration and recombination of free charge carr
are the processes, which are involved in many applicati
of p-conjugated polymers. That is why studying the
mechanism was considered to be very important. One of
most interesting aspects of those studies concerns the q
tion about the properties and very existence of any inter
diate states between the light absorption and free charge
rier formation in a photoconductivity-type experiments
between the light emission and free carrier injection into
polymer film from electrodes in light-emitting diodes. F
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polymers with nondegenerate ground-state like p
(p-phenylenevinylene! ~PPV! a model developed for mo
lecular solids is believed to work.1–3 According to the model
the next processes are involved in the photogeneration
free charge carriers: Light absorption leads to formation
intrachain excitons (1Bu) and interchain charge-transfe
states; the latter can be transformed into distant polaron p
i.e., into a pair of charge carriers of opposite sign free
move but having a prominent probability of geminate reco
bination due to mutual Coulomb attraction; dissociation
the polaron pair produces free polarons responsible for
photoconductivity. Polaron pairs are considered4 to be im-
2505 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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portant intermediate states able to control the quantum y
of free carrier formation at the photoexcitation and the yi
of luminescence at the recombination of free charge carri
Polaron pairs show themselves in magnetic field effects
the luminescence and photoconductivity2,5 and in transient
absorption~TA! experiments,6,7 though the TA requires ad
ditional argument to be an evidence of polaron pairs. La8

has argued that polarons pairs and non-correlated pola
have different absorption spectra.

One can believe that spin-correlated polaron pairs
formed from electronically excited precursors in all cas
whether it is interchain or intrachain electron transfer. Tha
just a sequence of the momentum conservation law: two
larons~positive and negative ones! formed remain in a spin-
correlated state during the time shorter than the spin-lat
relaxation time. Whether that correlated state disappear
geminate recombination depends on its properties and
presence of other pairs near-by. For the interchain elec
transfer, the pair recombines geminately in the case tha
electron thermalization length is shorter than the Onsa
radiusr Ons5e2/«kT. It is always the case for low mobility
carriers such as those formed in organic materials. An e
mate of the mobilitym corresponding to a free path of th
order of Onsager radiusr Ons510 nm gives the value ofm
about 102 cm2/V s, which required for escaping a Coulom
well. Such a high mobility was never seen in organic po
mers.

In the case of intrachain electron transfer when one
believe Coulomb attraction to be screened, polaron pair
recombine geminately as well because of one dimension
of the charge motion. Being in the spin-correlated pair st
and being able to recombine geminately polarons have to
treated as a special intermediate state. Their features
considered in Ref. 4. Polaron pairs are not free charge c
ers, and their contribution to cw photoconductivity is ze
though they can show themselves in the transient photo
ductivity as a displacement current due to their hi
polarizability.9

One has to stress, however, that there are points of v
and experimental works that claim formation of free cha
carriers to occur as a result of a band-to-band transi
caused by the light absorption,10,11 or as a result of dissocia
tion of intrachain excitons directly into free carriers witho
any intermediate states.12 A book devoted to the discussio
of different approaches related to photoprocesses inp con-
jugated polymers has appeared recently.13

In an attempt to resolve the matter we have used in
present work a modification of the pump-and-probe te
nique where instead of the transient photoinduced absorp
we monitored changes of a quasi-steady-state photocon
tivity induced in the polymer sample by probe pulses. T
technique of that type but without time resolution was fi
introduced by Yakovlev and Lukin14 for studying transient
cation-electron pairs in photoexcited liquid solutions of a
thracene. The same idea was applied later on by Braun
Scott15 for time-resolved study of geminate cation-electr
pairs in liquids under UV irradiation.

This technique is applied to semiconducting polymer. W
have performed in the present work time-resolved exp
ments on substituted poly~thiophene! and poly(p-phenylene
vinylene! films by directly probing the formation of charg
ld
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carriers responsible for the cw photoconductivity within t
time domain of -10 ps to 1 ns. Laser light pulses of 400 n
wavelength, 150 fs width induced photoconductivity in
sample with a frequency 1 kHz. An average steady s
photocurrent was measured. Red 800 nm light pulses dela
in respect to the blue ones were revealed to affect the p
toconductivity. The light of such a wavelength has been c
sen as that showing a transient photoinduced absorption
charge carriers as it was shown in Refs. 6–8,12. Effect of
second pulses increased with the delay time, showing
critical delay times of about 10 ps and a few hundreds
Red light induced change of the photoconductivity was po
tive in OO-PPV, and negative in P3DDT. These results
rationalized here as an evidence of delayed not immed
formation of free charge carriers. The latter seems to
formed within 10 ps after the pumping pulse. A mechani
of formation of free polarons from polaron pair is sugges
being based on interpair interaction, which has permitted
explain main features of the photoconductivity revealed,
cluding different signs of the effect of the red light in diffe
ent polymers.

II. EXPERIMENT

Two semiconducting polymers were studied: poly~3-
dodecyl-thiophene! ~P3DDT! and poly~2,5-dioctyloxy-
p-phenylene vinylene! ~OO-PPV!. They were prepared an
purified by methods already reported.16 Films of P3DDT and
OO-PPV with a thickness of about 0.2mm were spin coated
at 1000 rpm from chloroform solution on the quartz su
strates with comblike patterned interdigital Au/Cr electrod
of 100 mm width separated by a distance of 100mm. Such
in-plane electrode geometry allows to diminish the effect
photoinjection from electrodes. Work was done on the
perimental setup permitting to illuminate the samples in
vacuum chamber (1025 Torr) at room and liquid nitrogen
temperature. Electrical part was able to measure a cw a
age and 20 Hz modulated average photocurrent, and tran
photocurrent. Time resolution of the electrical circuit was n
better than about 40 ns.

General scheme of the experimental setup is presente
Fig. 1. The following devices were used in the work.

In the optical part.A Ti:sapphire laser based regenerati
amplifier system was used for our measurements. The p
duration, wavelength and pulse energy from the laser w
150 fs, 800 nm, and 0.8 mJ, respectively. Output pulses w
divided into two parts by a beam splitter. One of them w
frequency-doubled~400 nm! by a 1 mmthick BBO crystal
and used as a pump. Residual 800 nm component was
moved by an appropriate filter. The other part was modula
with a chopper at 20 Hz and was focused into the sam
after being delayed by the delay line. Delay time can
variably changed between -10 ps to 1 ns. The light spot at
sample place was about 1 cm2. Pulse energies of pump an
probe beams were measured at the sample position.

In the electrical part.We have used an amplifier and hig
voltage power supply Keithley 237DC for measurement
average photocurrent, lock-in amplifier and current ampl
ers NF Electronic Instruments LI-572B for measurement
20 Hz modulated component of the photocurrent, and os
loscope Tektronix TDS360, 200 MHz bandwidth, with pul
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FIG. 1. General scheme of ex
perimental setup. Optical part per
mitted to illuminate the sample in
the vacuum chamber by 150 f
pulses, 1 kHz repetition rate, 40
nm wavelength, and by simila
pulses of 800 nm light delayed in
respect to the first ones within th
time domain of -10 ps to 1 ns
Electrical part was able to mea
sure a cw average and 20 H
modulated average photocurren
and transient photocurrent.
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shape averaging over 256 pulses for measurements of
sient signals. Kinetics of the transient photocurrent measu
as a voltage drop on the resistanceR, as a function of theRC
value of the electrical circuit. We have used values ofR from
500 kV to 100 V, which corresponded to the next values
the time constantRC from 231024 to 431028 s, respec-
tively. The value ofC was 400 pF.

The following values of parameters were used during
work. VoltageV from 0 to 700 V; wavelengths of the ligh
l5400 and 800 nm; pulse width 150 fs, repetition raten
51 kHz; energy per pulse from 1 to 130mJ corresponding
to the blue light intensity from 231012 to 3
31014 quantum/cm2 per pulse; red light intensity abou
20 mJ/pulse; temperature of the sampleT5300 and 77 K.

III. METHOD

Two types of experiments were planned.
~1! Time-resolved photocurrent through the sample w

be measured when a sample is being excited periodically
single pulses of 400 nm wavelength. An analysis of the
netic of the transient photocurrent at differentRC values of
the measuring electric circuit may permit us to find out t
nature of charge carriers responsible on the photocurr
Measurements with highRC values were used to guarante
that the photocurrent was induced by free charge carr
rather than being a displacement current caused by pola
tion of polaron pairs.9 As long as the lifetime of polaron
pairs does not exceed 1027 s,2,9 using anRC much higher
than that value permits us to deal with the photocurrent
duced by free charge carriers only. Of course it is assum
that electrodes are ohmic and polarons are able to disch
and be injected at the electrodes.

~2! Steady state average photocurrent through the sam
will be measured being excited by periodically repeated s
of two laser pulses of 150 fs width, with different dela
times between pulses in pairs. It was expected that the
pulse of the pair set with the quantum energy of 3.1 eV~400
nm! produced a singlet excited state of a conjugated part
polymer molecules with following formation of polaro
pairs. The second pulse of the red light~800 nm! with quanta
of 1.54 eV would excite a polaron within the pair an
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changed the mobility of polarons and their ability of recom
bination. Excitation spectrum of the photocurrent induced
the second pulses after the first ones was expected to fo
photoinduced absorption spectrum of charge carriers w
maximum at about 1.5 eV.6,7 If the charge carriers were
trapped they could get mobile again by the action of
second pulse. A delay in the accumulation of trapped carr
could be expected if they were produced from short livi
precursors. The lifetime of trapped carriers was expecte
be longer than 1 ns. It follows from the typical value
mobility m51024 cm2/V s assuming the hopping distanc
to be equal 331027 cm. The results were hoped to be se
by changes of average photoconductivity, which would d
pend on the time delay between the pulses. Low freque
modulation of the sequence of second pulses and loc
monitoring of the photocurrent was considered to be use
for seeing a contribution of the second pulses to the pho
conductivity. Figure 2 shows schematically the processes
pected to be involved into play.

FIG. 2. Schematic explanation of a change of the photocond
tivity under the action of the second light pulses. HereP0 is a
ground state polymer molecule,P1 and P2 are polarons. Vertical
arrow shows excitation of polaronP2 by the second pulse. Photon
of a first light pulsehn1 produce excited states1P* , and polaron
pairsP1

•••P2 are formed in a charge-transfer reaction. Photons
the second pulseshn2 excite separated charge carriers within t
polaron pair and make the polaron pair recombine or dissociate
shortening the lifetime of the pair.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 3 shows absorption spectra, fluorescence emis
spectra, and photoconductivity excitation spectra of the po
mers investigated in the present work.

A. Experiments with a sequence of single pulses

Figure 4~a! shows kinetic curves for transient signals e
cited by 400 nm light pulses in P3DDT sample and measu
as a voltage drop on the resistanceR5500 kV ~integration
regime! at V5200 V, 5 mJ/pulse. Analysis of the data ob
tained shows that the laser light pulses induce photocon
tivity in the sample, and the transient signals measured h
at least two components, fast, and delayed ones. Dela
component is seen clearly at room temperature in the i
gration regime with a lifetime estimated as about 50ms, but
the fast component is responsible for about a half of
amplitude. The fast component dominated in the signal m
sured atR,50 kV and was shown to be connected wi
charge carriers having a lifetime shorter than the time re
lution of the circuit~40 ns!. Lowering the temperature from
300 to 77 K resulted in an amplitude of the prompt comp
nent remained about the same, and delayed componen
creased many times, but still was visible as a tail when m
sured atR510 kV. It can be seen in the inset to Fig. 4~b!
for the transient signal taken on OO-PPV sample. Th
findings are very similar to properties of subnanoseco
transient photoconductivity in PPV and poly~3-hexyl-

FIG. 3. Photoconductivity excitation spectra of P3DDT and O
PPV samples normalized to constant intensity of 0.1 mW/c2

measured in electric field E513105 V/cm in vacuum
<1025 Torr at room temperature. Absorption and fluorescen
emission spectra are also shown.
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thiophene! described in Refs. 11,17. Measurements of tra
sient signals at different light intensities atT5300 and 77 K
for P3DDT and OO-PPV within the range from 1 t
130 mJ/pulse have revealed an important feature. Dep
dence of the amplitude of the fast component on the li
intensityG was linear at low intensities but became quadra
at G.50mJ/pulse~Fig. 5!. Under the same conditions th
dependence of the average photocurrentI aver on the light
intensity was linear.

General shape of transient signal was similar both
P3DDT and OO-PPV samples. Though absolute values
parameters differed: Average photocurrentI aver in OO-PPV
samples was one order of magnitude lower than in P3D
samples~1 and 10 nA at roomT; 0.12 and 1.4 nA atT
577 K; at the voltageV5500 V, 5 mJ/pulse); prompt
component measured atR5500 kV and shown in Fig. 4~a!
for P3DDT was relatively lower in OO-PPV, being about 1
of the magnitude of the pulse.

-

e

FIG. 4. ~a! Transient signals for excitation of the photocurrent
P3DDT sample by 5.5mJ/pulses at room temperature~upper
curve! and by 27 mJ/pulse at 77 K~lower curve!; V5200 V.
Dashed curve is a fitting curve corresponding to Eq.~1! with two
sets of free charge carriers with life times 50ms and!1 ms and
RC50.2 ms.~b! Transient signal for excitation of the photocurre
in OO-PPV sample; light intensity 130mJ/pulse,V5500 V, T
577 K, R510 kV (RC54 ms); the amplitude gives an integra
of the prompt component of the photocurrent; the inset shows
tail of the curve that represents the delayed component of the
tocurrent.
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Measurement of the signals (ufree5voltage drop onR)
permitted us to make an estimation of the parameters of
photoconductivity induced by laser pulses. Parameters
be obtained by fitting experimental curves by the Eq.~1!,
valid for photocurrent caused by the drift ofNfree free charge
carriers during the lifetimet free in the circuit with finiteRC
value9

ufree~ t !5A
exp~2t/RC!2exp~2t/t free!

1/t free21/RC
, ~1!

whereA51.6310216NfreemV/ l 2C and t free are parameters
of fitting an experimental curve by the above function (l is a
gap between electrodes!. Fitting of the delayed component
by Eq.~1! gives a rough estimation of parameters only as
as the decay kinetics seems not to be an exponential one
rather hyperbolic.

By measuring the prompt component of P3DDT at t
energy 5 mJ/pulse one can get the next values:t free1,4
31028 s, and Nfree1m1t free150.188 cm2/V. For the de-
layed component t free2550 ms, and Nfree2m2t free2
50.51 cm2/V. Nfree15Nabsu152.931011u1, whereNabsis a
number of photons absorbed, andu1 is a quantum yield of
free charge carriers. It means thatu1m1t free156.5
310213 cm2/V, or u1m1.6.531025 cm2/V s for the
prompt component, andu2m2t free2'1.8310212 cm2/V, or
u2m2'431028 cm2/V s, for the delayed component of th
transient photoconductivity.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the amplitude of the prompt compon
of the transient signal on the light intensityL at temperature 300
and 77 K, for OO-PPV~upper plot! and P3DDT~lower plot!, V
5500 V. 100% correspond toL5Lmax5130 mJ/pulse. The dotted
line shows a linear dependence for comparison.
e
an

r
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It is quite possible that delayed component origina
from the same amount of charge carriers as the prompt
but drifting with lower mobility. In such a caseu15u2 and
m1 /m2.103. For OO-PPV parameters extracted from t
prompt component were about the same as those for P3D
For delayed component of the transient photoconductiv
t free25150 ms, andu2m2'1028 cm2/Vs. One has to re-
member that the values ofNfree1 for both samples followed
superlinear dependence on the light intensity similar to t
shown in Fig. 5.

B. Experiments with a sequence of two-pulses, blue„400 nm…
and red „800 nm…

We modulated the beam of red pulses by a chopper w
the frequency 20 Hz, and measured the signal by lock
amplifier and chart recorded it at different delay times, b
light beam being switched on and off periodically. One h
to note that the red~800 nm! light was able to excite a sma
photocurrent even in the case when it was acting alone.
because of inevitable existence of a low-energy tail in
absorption spectra of polymers. So, we measured
changes of the signal at the exit of lock-in amplifier~when
red and blue pulses were on! caused by changing the dela
time between pulses. These changes were believed to be
to an alternative component of blue-light-induced photoc
ductivity, which appeared due to an action of modulated
light on short-lived intermediates in the sample. The dep
dencies obtained are shown in Fig. 6@~a!–~d!#. We measured
the values of the changes of modulated signal amplit
caused by switching on and off the blue light pulses wh
red pulses were on. We related those changes to the m
lated signal generated by the red pulses only and plotted
ratio ~in %! as a function of the delay time. One can see t
the magnitude of the modulated photocurrent, measured
lock-in amplifier at the frequency of modulation of the s
quence of red light pulses, under the action of blue and
pulses, changes with the delay time for both kind of samp
as at room temperature, and at liquid nitrogen temperat
An interesting feature was revealed, however. While for O
PPV an action of the red light pulses increased the photo
rent, excited by blue light, similar action of the red lig
pulses on P3DDT sample led to a decrease of the photo
rent. We formally fitted experimental curves in Fig. 6 by
equation A01A1@12exp(2t/t1)#1A2@12exp(2t/t2)# corre-
sponding to trapping and accumulation of species dur
time intervals of aboutt1 and t2. Term A0 is the relative
amplitude of the modulated photocurrent at zero and ne
tive delay times~when blue and red pulses are on! that does
not depend on the delay time. All the dependencies on
delay time obtained have shown two component; short liv
one (t1), about 10 to 12 ps for both P3DDT and OO-PP
samples; and longer lived one (t2), about 270 to 400 ps for
P3DDT and about 350 to 500 ps for OO-PPV.

V. DISCUSSION

The most essential findings that require discussion
rationalization follow.

~1! Existence of prompt and delayed components in
transient photoconductivity.

~2! Quadratic dependence of the magnitude of the prom

nt
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FIG. 6. Dependencies of the magnitude of the modulated photocurrent, excited by blue~400 nm! and red~800 nm! pulses on the delay
time between the pulses. Sequence of red pulses was amplitude modulated at 20 Hz. Experimental points fitted by the functionA01A1@1
2exp(2t/t1)#1A2@12exp(2t/t2)#. ~a! P3DDT, 300 K; solid curve is a fitting curve atA0532.4%, A151.5%, A250.5%, t1512 ps, t2

5270 ps.~b! P3DDT, 77 K; solid curve is a fitting curve atA050%, A1510%, A2510%, t1512 ps, t25400 ps.~c! OO-PPV, 300 K;
solid curve is a fitting curve atA050.395%,A150.015%,A250.065%,t1510 ps,t25350 ps.~d! OO-PPV, 77 K; solid curve is a fitting
curve atA0549%, A154%, A256%, t1512 ps, t25500 ps.
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photoconductivity component on the exciting light intensi
~3! Effect of the red light on the photoconductivity.
~4! Dependence of the sign of the effect of the red light

properties of the sample.
~5! Two values of the delay time describing the effect

the red light.
In an attempt to rationalize the results one can assume

the prompt component of the transient photoconductivity s
nal belongs to a photocurrent caused by charge car
formed from the primary photoexcited states. The prom
component corresponds to a similar feature observed ea
in PPV ~Ref. 11! in picosecond time domain. Our observ
tion made in the integration regime~at RC higher than life-
times of polarizable species! shows that these primary carr
ers work as free charge carriers. How can it happen for
carriers formed in pairs and recombining geminately?
suggest the following.

Let us consider the fate of an electron and hole form
.

f

at
-
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t

ier
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from a primary photoexcitation of a conducting polyme
Electrons escaping from their parent holes and the holes
come polarons very rapidly and these latter may assum
have an enhanced mobilitym1 that permits them to drift in
an external electric field during the lifetime limited by gem
nate recombination rate and trapping rate. Polarons prob
have initially additional kinetic energy and are hopping b
tween conjugated parts of the polymers more often. Tha
equivalent to thermalization through a high density of sta
to the tail region and the mobility edge. Thermalization
primary charge carriers means effectively a trapping. It
quite possible that the trap density in such a case is one
per conjugated segment for conducting polymers.18 Subse-
quent hopping~or detrapping-trapping! processes of the car
riers cause the mobilitym2 of polarons to be much lowe
than the primary mobilitym1. One can believe that a typica
value of the mobility before trappingm1 in PPV is about
0.2 cm2/V s,19 while hopping mobility m2 being about
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1024 cm2/V s. Moving with lower mobility, charge carrier
have a prolonged lifetimetpair in respect to geminate recom
bination. Even when such a motion occurs within the Co
lomb field of the polaron pair and finishes by a gemin
recombination, it can be seen as a displacement curren
transient photoconductivity. A contribution of the drift o
primary charge carriers to cw photoconductivity can be
pected, however, only if a geminate recombination of
polaron pair does not occur. Otherwise no total charge tra
fer takes place in the external field. Whether the contribut
of the primary drift to cw photoconductivity remains or n
depends on the possibility that the random recombina
competes successfully with the geminate one. Random in
pair recombination can happen if new pairs appear near e
other at high enough excitation rates. Then positive a
negative polarons of neighbor pairs can recombine, and
residual polarons get a big chance to escape geminate re
bination and then recombine randomly. Interpair recombi
tion means effectively that charge carriers belonging to
laron pairs become free carriers. Being unable to recomb
geminately they cannot subtract the contribution to the p
tocurrent they made during their thermalization. A simi
behavior of the polaron pair can be expected at any temp
ture. All depends on geminate recombination rate~which
may be low enough as a result of the trapping! and a rate of
recombination with carriers formed in other pairs. It wou
be just the case when recombination becomes effective
source of free carriers, as far as it prevents geminate rec
bination. Similar effect of interpair recombination was r
ported in Ref. 5 for quasi-one-dimensional single crystal
polydiacetylene.

Experimental evidence for that mechanism of free car
formation obtained in the present work is the proportiona
of the magnitude of the prompt component to the square
the light intensity and its independence on the tempera
~Fig. 5!. Being followed by bimolecular recombination,
explains the linear dependence of the average photocu
on the light intensity at the same conditions. Simple estim
tion shows that at the light intensities used a probability
formation of two polaron pairs at distances shorter than O
sager radius is high enough. We will take into account
interpair recombination for the pairs, at least one of wh
contain two trapped carriers only, and neglect by a sm
probability of interpair recombination for the pairs with no
one charge carrier trapped.

Let us estimate a part of the total density of charge ca
ers, which belongs to free carriers and to geminately rec
bining carriers. We consider here a simplified case w
equal dynamic properties of positive and negative cha
carriers, and the geminate recombination as a first order
cess. Strictly speaking what is below is valid for continuo
excitation. But we hope it permits also to understand m
features of average photoconductivity excited by puls
Rate equation for formation and recombination of trapp
charge carriers may be written as

dn

dt
5g2

1

tpair
n2krecn

2. ~2!

Hereg is a rate of generation of carriers belonging to polar
pairs that becomes trapped:g5g0ktNtg , g0 is the total pair
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generation rate,kt is a trapping rate constant,N is a density
of traps, andtg is a life time of the pair before geminat
recombination (1/tg0

) or trapping (ktN): 1/tg51/tg0

1ktN; tpair is the increased lifetime of the trapped pair,krec
is a bimolecular recombination rate constant, governed
the low mobility m2. Under steady state conditions the de
sity of charge carriers is

n5
1

2tpairkrec
~A114krecgtpair

2 21!. ~3!

The dependence of the total densityn of charge carriers on
the carrier generation rateg is shown in Fig. 7.

Only those recombining randomly are free charge carr
between all charge carriers. One can describe a partd of the
total density of charge carriers, which belongs to free carr
as that proportional to the rate of random recombination

d5
krecn

2

n/tpair1krecn
2

5
A114krecgtpair

2 21

A114krecgtpair
2 11

~4!

and

nfree25nd. ~5!

Mechanism of free carrier formation based on interpair
combination may happen to be a main one in polyme
semiconductors particularly at low temperature and h
light intensity.

Figure 7, dotted curve, shows a dependence of the ca
density componentnfree2 connected with inter-pair recombi

FIG. 7. Dependencies of different components of charge car
density on charge carrier generation rate. Reduced values o
density nreduced5nxtpairkrec and reduced generation rate greduced

54tpair
2 g krec are plotted. Upper~solid! curve is for the total density

of trapped charge carriers,nx5n; middle ~dotted! curve is for the
carrier density originated from interpair recombination,nx5nfree2;
lowest ~dashed! curve is for the density of primarily formed pre
trapped charge carriers,nx5nfree1, the curve calculated for the ratio
of tg /tpair50.01. The inset shows a similar dependence for
density of charge carriers formed by thermal excitation of pola
pairs,nx5nfree3, the curve calculated for the value of thermal exc
tation ratekth50.01/tpair .
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nation on the rate of generation of charge carriersg. The
dependence is quadratic at lowg, becoming linear at high
excitation intensities. One has to stress that the rate of
mation of free charge carriers by the mechanism of interp
recombination remains a second order one in respect to
intensity within all the range ofg values. Making the experi
ment with short pulse excitation, we were able to see
quadratic intensity dependence of the magnitude of the t
sient signal, time resolved from the recombination of fr
carriers. While measuring the average photocurrent we w
working in the regime of quasicontinuous excitation, just a
eraging all the events, formation of free carriers and th
recombination. That resulted in being within approximate
linear portion of the dotted curve in the Fig. 7.

It would be useful to estimate the probabilityp of absorp-
tion of a photon in a vicinity of a polaron pair. It could b
also the estimation of inter-pair recombination probability
the quantum yield of polaron pair was high enough. Start
from the value of a mobility of thermalized polarons~we
takem51024 cm2/V s), one can estimate a residence tim
of the polaron on a single site ast res5 l 2e/mkT53 ns ~at
room temperature and a hop lengthl 51027 cm), and take
that value as a lifetime of the polaron pair; it is certain
longer than the pulse widthDt but shorter than the time
interval between pulses. Then, one can estimate the prob
ity p of the photon absorption within the Onsager rad
from the conditionp'nabsr Ons

3 , wherenabs is the density of
photon absorption per pulse. At the energy of the lig
pulse 5 mJ/pulse the value of nabs is about 5
31017 photon/pulse cm3 and thenp can be estimated asp
'0.5 ~we have taken here a small value for Onsager rad
r Ons510 nm). The estimation shows that the probability
inter-pair recombination is high under conditions used in
present work.

One has to add that the paper appeared recently19 on the
experimental observation of a temperature-independent
toconductivity in thin films of semiconducting polymers. Au
thors claimed that it belonged to primarily formed fre
charge carriers. The authors really observed that such a
of cw photoconductivity appears but only in the sandwich
thin films with a thickness of about 100 nm. It equals
about 10% of the total photocurrent, which remains tempe
ture dependent. Authors explained its origin as a sweep
of primary produced charge carriers prior to deep trappi
According to the results of the present paper one can bel
that the temperature-independent photocurrent is the resu
a reaction of primary produced polaron pair with electrod
We have shown that formation of polaron pairs from prima
photoexcitation is a temperature-independent process
means that primary charge carriers are fast enough to cro
certain distance within an Onsager radius (r Ons5e2/«kT
510 to 20 nm!. Within the bulk of material it results in
formation of a polaron pair. However, in a vicinity of a
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electrode one of charges belonging to a pair has a real ch
to get to the electrode being unable to recombine gemina
with his partner and subtract a contribution of the cha
carriers to cw photoconductivity. Of course the photoco
ductivity of such a kind can show itself only in thin film
where the thickness becomes commensurable with the s
ration of charges within polaron pair.

As we have mentioned above, charge carriers can pro
a contribution to the photoconductivity during their prima
drift to traps. Whether the contribution of the primary drift
cw photoconductivity remains or not depends on possibi
that the random recombination will compete successfu
with the geminate one. It means again that only a partd of
high mobility charge carriers can be considered as free o

nfree15g0tgd. ~6!

Because of very short lifetime of primary charge carrie
their contribution to cw photoconductivity is expected to
small. However it can show itself as a current peak at
beginning of the excitation in time-resolved experimen
This kind of photoconductivity is responsible for the prom
component in our transient photoconductivity experimen
Behavior ofnfree1 as a function of charge carrier generatio
rate greduced54tpair

2 gkrec is shown in Fig. 7, dashed curve.
corresponds to superlinear behavior of the prompt com
nent of our transient signal shown in Fig. 4~b!. But we have
seen experimentally that at low light intensities the dep
dence of the amplitude of the prompt component on the li
intensity was linear~Fig. 5!. This means that an additiona
first order mechanism exists at low light intensities maki
polarons of pairs to behave as free polarons that wo
equally at room and low temperature. We suggest as su
mechanism the recombination of polarons of pairs w
charge carriers responsible for the dark conductivity of
samples. The latter was comparable with the average ph
conductivity excited by low intensity light. This mechanis
was not included in Eq.~3! but it permits us to understan
the nature of linear dependence of the prompt componen
low light intensities.

The third kind of contribution to the cw photoconductivit
is expected from the free carriers that are formed as a re
of thermal activated dissociation of carriers~with a rate con-
stant kth) belonging originally to those recombining gem
nately:

dnfree3

dt
5@n~12d!2nfree3#kth2krecnnfree3. ~7!

The last equation gives for a steady state excitation an a
tional density of free carriersnfree3:
nfree35
kth~A114krecgtpair

2 21!

krectpair~A114krecgtpair
2 11!@kth11/2tpair~A114krecgtpair

2 21!#
. ~8!
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FIG. 8. Scheme of the pro
cesses and transitions used in t
model. Boxes show main elec
tronic states involved into the
play. Circles correspond to two
important processes: random an
geminate recombination. Param
eters related to the states a
shown within the boxes and circle
Dashed line indicates a possib
direct way of formation of pre-
trapped polaron pairs. See Sec.
for details.
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The last contribution is expected to prevail at low excitati
intensities when no cross-recombination of polaron pa
takes place (d'0). Dependence ofnfree3 on the excitation
rate at the value ofkth50.01/tpair is shown in the inset to Fig
7. The curve levels off and then goes down because of a
rate of interpair recombination at high intensity. Figure
gives a scheme illustrating the main processes assumed
important for the photoconductivity studied in the prese
work. Total cw photoconductivity can be expressed as a s
of componentssph5s11s21s3, where

s15m1nfree1e,

s25m2nfree2e,

s35m2nfree3e. ~9!

In experimental conditions of the present work we de
mainly with componentss1 and s2. The first component
showed itself as the prompt component, while the sec
component did as a delayed one.

In the present work we used additional excitation
charge carriers by the red light. It is reasonable to assu
that such an excitation results in temporary detrapping
carriers and in an increase of their mobilitym2⇒m21dm. It
would be useful to see how different components of the p
toconductivity are expected to react on such an excitat
For that purpose one must take into account dependenci
all the rate constants involved on the charge carrier mobi
We assume that the next connection of parameters on
mobility of thermalized charge carriers is valid being bas
on the known dependencies of kinetic parameters of the
bility

tpair;1/m2 , krec;m2 , kth;m2 . ~10!

Values ofs1 and s3 increase withdm, as it follows from
Eqs. ~6! and ~8!. Interesting feature is expected however
behavior ofs2 in connection with an increase of the mobili
m2. Figure 9 shows how that photoconductivity compone
is expected to react on the red-light induced increase of
value ofm2. One can see that the sign of the effect caused
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an increase of the mobility changes with the reduced exc
tion rate. The change takes place near the value ofgreduced
510 within the intensity range where the dependences2(g)
is about linear. Physical reason for this change is clear: M
critical condition at low excitation intensities for making fre
charge carriers from those belonging to polaron pairs is
lifetime of the pair. Increasingm2 ~by detrapping charge car
riers by the red light! makes the lifetime shorter, and de
creases a chance of inter-pair recombination. That mean
fectively a smaller rate of free carrier formation from polar
pairs. At high enough excitation intensity the interpair r
combination does not depend critically on the lifetime
pairs, and a normal dependence of photoconductivity on m
bility ( s;m2) is observed.

The feature under discussion just can be used for ex
nation of the different sign of the red light effect on th
photoconductivity observed in the present work. Remem

FIG. 9. Dependence of the photoconductivity component, c
nected with inter-pair recombination of polaron pairs,s reduced2

5s2tpairkrec/em02 on the excitation intensity greduced54tpair
2 gkrec.

Curves are shown corresponding to basic mobilitym02 (m25m02,
solid curve! and to two times increased mobility (m252m02,
dashed curve!.
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that the effect was negative for P3DDT and positive for O
PPV. It means the value ofgreduced54tpair

2 gkrec was lower for
P3DDT than for OO-PPV. The first worked at the left side
the crossing point in Fig. 9, while the second did at the ri
side of the crossing point. Accepting thattpair;1/m2 and
krec;m2 one can come to the conclusion that P3DDT co
tains more mobile charge carriers than OO-PPV does. T
correlates with known properties of these two polyme
poly~3-alkyl-thiophene!s have more strong inter-chain inte
action, lower photoluminescence quantum yield, and hig
photoconductivity than OO-PPV has. Thus, all the thin
considered show that the model suggested being based o
polaron pair concept is able to explain main features
served experimentally. According to the model, the dep
dence of the red light induced changes of the photocur
provides data on the accumulation of polaron pairs~which
are a source of free polarons! within the picosecond to nano
second time domain. Two characteristic lifetimes seen in
dependence may be prescribed to lifetimes of precursor
polaron pairs. One can suggest the next intermediate spe
as candidates for the precursors: a pretrapped polaron
~for the lifetime about 10–12 ps in both polymers!, and sin-
glet excited state of conjugated part of polymer molec
~270–400 ps for P3DDT and 350–500 ps for OO-PPV!. Pre-
trapped polaron pairs themselves seem to be formed
much shorter than picosecond time scale. One can ass
that the lifetime 10 ps is the lifetime of pretrapped polar
pairs (tg). It corresponds as well to the value obtained
Ref. 6 for species responsible for the photoinduced abs
tion and identified as polaron pairs. First prompt compon
in the kinetics of accumulation of trapped pairs can
readily rationalized as originating from trapping of these p
cursors if they are formed during the laser pulse or at le
during the time interval shorter than 1 ps. Sharp increas
the amplitude of the signal at zero delay time in the curves
Fig. 6 and absence of the second derivative permit us
make such an assumption. It remains unclear whether
fast formation of pretrapped polaron pairs originates fr
very fast electron transfer from intrachain exciton or do
directly in the primary process of the light absorption. As
the second component in accumulation of trapped pola
pairs, it is comparable with similar components in the kin
ics of the luminescence intensity decay. That permits us
speculate that formation of polaron pairs does not stop a
1 ps but proceeds during all the lifetime of intrachain ex
tons. The ratio of amplitudesB5A1 /A2 of two components
in the kinetic curves in Fig. 6 may be considered as a m
sure of importance of these two processes for formation
polaron pairs~and for photoconductivity itself!. We have ob-
tained the next valuesB50.23 and 0.67 for OO-PPV;B
53 and 1 for P3DDT, for room temperature and 77 K,
spectively.

For more detailed and substantiated description of the
pendencies of the cw changes on the delay time it would
useful to compare kinetic curves for accumulation of pola
pairs ~Fig. 6! with those for decay of the luminescence i
tensity. We have measured the latter on the same sam
and conditions. It will be a future continuation of the wor

It is interesting to compare the dependence of the r
light-induced changes of photoconductivity on the delay ti
obtained in the present work with similar dependencies
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transient absorption~TA! reported earlier. Conclusion of th
paper of Yanet al.6 indicated that TA observed in PPV orig
nated from ‘‘spatially indirect’’ excitons that is another nam
of polaron pairs. They saw, however, maximum TA at ze
delay time, and decreasing of TA within the time domain
a hundred ps. Measurements of TA in polythiophene deri
tives in Ref. 20 also indicated on the maximum absorption
zero delay time as in Ref. 6. These observations are in c
trast with our results with probing the photoconductivity i
stead of absorption, which show a delay in accumulation
red-light-sensitive species related to photoconductivity a
look like a mirror image of the TA vs delay time curve. On
can speculate what was seen by TA in Refs. 6, 20 at z
delay time belongs to pretrapped polaron pairs, and abs
tion of the light by those intermediate species does not af
the photoconductivity. TA is sensitive only to the number
polarons and cannot resolve whether they are pretrapped
mobile or trapped.

A recent paper of Graupneret al.12 was devoted to inves
tigation of electric field-induced photogeneration of char
carriers in poly(p-phenylene! by field-assisted pump-and
probe technique. Here the authors have got evidences on
delayed generation of polarons on the time scale of 10
They believed those were free polarons in contrast to
conclusion, as far as they relied on the transient absorp
spectrum only, which can be similar for free polarons a
polaron pairs

VI. CONCLUSION

We have performed time-resolved experiments on
photoconductivity of two types of conducting polymers, su
stituted poly~thiophene! ~P3DDT! and poly~phenylene vi-
nylene! ~OO-PPV!, within the time domain of210 to 1000
ps. Pulse-and-probe technique was applied, but photo
ductivity changes induced by the probing 1.5 eV light we
monitored instead of transient absorption. Laser light pul
of 400 nm wavelength, 150 fs width, induced photocond
tivity in a sample with a frequency 1 kHz. Red 800 nm lig
pulses delayed in respect to the blue ones were reveale
affect the photoconductivity at 300 and 77 K. Effect of th
second pulses increased with increasing the delay time.
light induced changes of the photoconductivity were posit
in OO-PPV, and negative in P3DDT. These results are ra
nalized as an evidence of delayed not immediate forma
of charge carriers from trapped polaron pairs. The la
seems to be formed within 10 ps after the pumping pulse
mechanism of formation of free polarons by inter-pair r
combination was suggested, which has permitted us to
plain the main feature of the results including different sig
of the effect of the red light in different polymers.
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